
Host AGM_Robert says:
The PRISM Zeta Members have slipped into their cover stories on board the Liner Morning Star. One of the newest cruise ships in the federation. She as long as a Sovereign class as high and as width as a Galaxy class and has Zero weapons and defences shields. As we begin the Morning star is begin moved out of her docking position by several tug ships. PRISM Zeta mission is to get as much dirt on the good for nothing arms dealer Gigas Capivani
Main_Corjet says:
::Gets up from his bed, and cleans up. Mumbling and grumbling about being a lowly Bajoran maintenance person.:: Self: This is not fun! I just wanted to be an Engineer aboard a Galaxy class ship! ::Exits and heads to deck 35, Main Engineering to start his day.::
Ent_Kalla says:
::On recreation deck looking at the facilities.::
Bellhop_Endo says:
::in his quarters on deck 30::
Exporter_Rogers says:
::Walking out of his quarters and heads to a TL:: TL: Deck 2.
Gorah says:
::Standing near Gigas during departure ceremonies::
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Sitting in the Observation Deck on Deck 2, sipping something, mumbling::
Husband_Richmond says:
::walking along the observation deck, arm in arm with Lehari::
Waiter_Hawkes says:
::On deck 2 handing out drinks to the passengers who are watching the Morning Star pull out::
Exporter_Rogers says:
::Arrives on deck 2 and casually slips into the crowd watching as the ship is pulled away::
Main_Corjet says:
::Slips his maintenance pass into the TL:: TL: Deck 35. ::Enters and stretches, still yawning.:: Self: Another day.. Another credit.. Not enough if you ask me.
Ginger says:
::took off to the windows in her skimpy blue swimming suite and a robe over her shoulders.. but hanging open.. looking out the windows::  self: wow
Wife_McCellan says:
::on obs deck::
Bellhop_Endo says:
::looking at the mission orders again and again while waiting to be summoned::
Waiter_Hawkes says:
::Hands someone a red bull, and scans the crowd for Gigas and company::
Exporter_Rogers says:
::Starts grumbling that he has to be gone when there’s a crisis in his supply line::
Ent_Kalla says:
::Recreation deck 8 has two holosuites a.o.::
Friend_Taylor says:
::Walks on Deck 2 Watching the Departure::
Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
::roaming around deck 9::
Gorah says:
::Looks relaxed but has a stiletto under sleeve of suit.::
Main_Corjet says:
::Exits TL and enters ME. Walks to the display and looks over the ships systems.:: Self: Lets see what’s wrong now! ::Runs a level 3 diagnostic on all critical systems.::
Clean_Wall says:
::watching on deck 2 as we depart::
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Thinks he could’ve have got a better cruise::
Ent_Kalla says:
::Enters TL to go to deck 9.::
Husband_Richmond says:
::watches as the liner departs::  Wife:  Isn’t this romantic, honey?
Waiter_Hawkes says:
::Spots Gigas… or at least someone matching the description. Hands out a few more drinks::
Exporter_Rogers says:
::Tries to find Gigas in the crowd::
Host AGM_Robert says:
Action: the Morning star is maneuvered out of her berth and begins to travel out of the system as full impulse
Ginger says:
::scampers around the deck with bare feet looking at the passengers and all excited::
Bellhop_Endo says:
::takes his summoning thingy with him and heads out of his quarters and towards deck 2::
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Spots Ginger rushing away in his peripheral vision, sighs::
Host AGM_Robert says:
<ships Computer> *Wall* Report to deck 3 to clean quarters
Ent_Kalla says:
::Exits on deck 9. Sees MacPherson-Quest.::
Gorah says:
::Observes Ginger but remains at side of Gigas::
Waiter_Hawkes says:
~All~ I’ve spotted Gigas on the observation deck. I’m about to ask to refresh his drink.
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Sips some more of his drink, just sitting there::
Husband_Richmond says:
::hears the report, but doesn’t remark::
Waiter_Hawkes says:
Gigas: May I refresh your drink sir?
Main_Corjet says:
::Runs another level 3 diagnostic, this time on the docking systems as she’s cleared her berth.:: Self: Well, looking good so far.
Husband_Richmond says:
Wife:  Are you all right, honey?
Wife_McCellan says:
Husband: Oh yes, very. ::smiles::
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Looks up at the Waiter:: Hawkes: No… I’m fine.
Ent_Kalla says:
::Nods to Ewan::
Gorah says:
::Interposes himself between waiter and Gigas::
Husband_Richmond says:
Wife:  I was just commenting on how romantic this is…
Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
::looks at all the things that he can partake in, looks up and see Kalla::  Kalla: Hello
Host AGM_Robert says:
Action: Hawkes spills his tray of drinks on Gigas as he turns to walk away
Clean_Wall says:
::hears the computer and makes his way to deck 3::
Gorah says:
Waiter: Your ID please
Waiter_Hawkes says:
Gigas: Very well sir. ::smiles and moves on::
Friend_Taylor says:
::Walks towards Turbolift and Enters it:: TL: Deck 8
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Jumps up, mumbling a curse::
Waiter_Hawkes says:
::Stops a second::
Gorah says:
::Grabs Waiter and shakes him roughly::
Wife_McCellan says:
Husband: Yes, it’s very nice.
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Starts brushing off the drink::
Ginger says:
::watches out the windows and pulls her robe closed:: self: oh wow.. nice view..
Gorah says:
Waiter: What do you think you are doing?
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
Gorah! Let him go…
Gorah says:
Waiter: Be careful I have my eye on you!
Waiter_Hawkes says:
Gorah: My ID? Oh yeah no problem. ::Holds the tray out for Gorah to hold while he fishes his ID out::
Gorah says:
::lets him go::
Bellhop_Endo says:
::arrives on deck 2 shortly after hearing that Hawkes spotted him, looks out the window, and waits for something to happen::
Main_Corjet says:
::Looks around for a moment, making sure that no one is near him.:: ~Corjet~ General systems sweep, everything’s fine.
Gorah says:
::ignores the tray::
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
Hawkes: I’m going to go clean myself off now… I’d worry about not having a job tomorrow.
Waiter_Hawkes says:
::Shrugs, smiles and moves on::
Ginger says:
::backs up and into Endo:: Bellhop: Ooops.. sorry
Friend_Taylor says:
::Enters Deck 8::
Husband_Richmond says:
::turns to face his wife, and looks her straight in the eye::  Wife:  I love you, my darling. You’re the best thing to ever have happened to me. ::smiles::
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Growls, turns, and leaves with Gorah:: Ginger: Ginger, let’s go!
Bellhop_Endo says:
::turns around and nods his head:: Ginger: That’s all right ma’am
Gorah says:
::Nods in agreement with Gigas::
Host AGM_Robert says:
<Captain> *All* Hello all. Welcome on board the Morning Star. I am your captain. If your looking out a window you see be able to watch us jump to warp speed
Ginger says:
::hears a faint yell:: self: uh oh.. Bellhop: see ya! ::runs back down the hall:: Gigas: coming!!
Bellhop_Endo says:
::turns to the window again, looking interested::
Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
::self:: hmm, finally, we are underway. Let the games begin
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Enters into the nearest TL [larger than others since it’s for a cruise, and looks different], waits for Ginger and Gorah to enter::
Host AGM_Robert says:
Action: The morning Star jumps to warp
Main_Corjet says:
::Sighs and looks over a a fellow Engineer, snarls at him to get to work, the waits for the read outs to complete::
Exporter_Rogers says:
::Looks out the window::
Gorah says:
::Observes jump to warp out of corner of his eye as well as the bellhop talking to Ginger::
Wife_McCellan says:
Husband: I love you as well. ::turns slightly to the window to watch::
Gorah says:
::Enters TL::
Bellhop_Endo says:
~All~: I had a brief run in with Ginger, I believe that she and Gorah and Capivani are heading to quarters
Host AGM_Robert says:
<Ships_Computer> *Bellhop* Report to deck 39 to help with cargo handling
Ginger says:
::runs inside the Turbolift and grabs Gigas’ arm:: Gigas: sorry ::grins:: It’s such a nick View!
Main_Corjet says:
::Looks around again, making sure no one is near him, then proceeds.:: ~Corjet~ We’re leaving at warp now.
Ginger says:
<nice>
Husband_Richmond says:
::turns to see the ship jump to warp::
Waiter_Hawkes says:
~All~: Yes, he’s heading to his quarters.
Gorah says:
Gigas: Deck 3, sir?
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
Ginger: Uh huh. Gorah: Yes.
Clean_Wall says:
::Arrives on Deck 3 get the cleaning cart from the storage area of the of far end of the Port side corridor, and begins his rounds of cleaning the quarters::
Bellhop_Endo says:
::at the summons, heads off to the crew TL and enters:: TL: Deck 39
Gorah says:
Computer: Deck 3
Gorah says:
::Feels the TL move::
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::As soon as they each Deck 3, exits with Ginger on his arm… hopefully with Gorah following and watching::
Friend_Taylor says:
::Enters the Lift:: Deck 10
Exporter_Rogers says:
::Sits in a chair on deck 2 since he doesn’t have access to deck 3::
Ginger says:
::blushes:: Gigas: do you think the Bacalian chocolate is from Bacala?
Gorah says:
::exits the TL following Gigas and ginger::
Bellhop_Endo says:
::arrives on deck 39 and prepares to help with cargo handling::
Friend_Taylor says:
::Enters the Dining room::
Host AGM_Robert says:
<Ships Computer> *Corjet* We have reports of a stuck toilet on deck 25
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Chuckle:: Ginger: I don’t know… possibly.
Ent_Kalla says:
Ewan: I hope you approve of the facilities, sir.
Main_Corjet says:
~Hawkes~: Got it. ::Concentrates on his duties as Maintenance person, focusing hard. Then thinks of making a problem appear near their quarters.::
Gorah says:
Gigas: I should open the door of the suite and scan for persons and weapons
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Stops in front of the suit:: Gorah: I’d put in the code for it first if I were you.
Ginger says:
Gigas: oh.. we should try some! ::stands to face him with a grin::
Waiter_Hawkes says:
::Heads to the bar for a new tray and drinks::
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
Ginger: Then we will. ::Smile::
Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
::smiles:: Kalla: They seem to be OK, I hope they will be to my liking when I use them
Friend_Taylor says:
::Sits at the bar::
Main_Corjet says:
::Sighs:: Self: Just what I need… ::Assigns an Engineer to take his place and gets his tool kit and heads to deck 25.::
Gorah says:
::Puts in code to open door , also takes out tricorder to scan for persons or weapons or bombs::
Husband_Richmond says:
Wife:  Do you want to change before dinner?
Bellhop_Endo says:
::starts moving all the cargo around::
Exporter_Rogers says:
::Talks about trades with the people sitting around him::
Gorah says:
Gigas/Ginger: Please say nothing until I scan interior for bugs
Ent_Kalla says:
::Raises eyebrow.:: MacPherson-Quest: Yes, quite.
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Nods::
Ginger says:
Gigas: oh great! .. and lets go swimming later.. or you can just watch.. ::watches Gorah::
Wife_McCellan says:
Husband: Yes, that would be nice. ::smiles::
Bellhop_Endo says:
::mutters:: self: I’m a doctor, not a manual laborer
Main_Corjet says:
::Inserts his Maintenance Pass into the turbo lift. Enters:: TL: Deck 25. ::Grumbles.::
Clean_Wall says:
::takes out a PADD briefly and looks at which quarters is Gigas’s .and quickly puts it back into his smock::
Gorah says:
::Reads all clear on persons and weapons, bombs::
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::To Ginger:: Shhh... ::Gestures to Gorah scanning::
Gorah says:
::Gestures for Gigas and Ginger to enter room::
Husband_Richmond says:
::takes Lehari by the arm, and they walk to the turbolift::
Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
Kalla: now what I could use, is a good hot tub. I have aching muscles
Ginger says:
::covers her mouth and grin::
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Enters with Ginger::
Bellhop_Endo says:
::still moving things around...::
Gorah says:
:: proceeds to search fixtures and furnishings for bugs::
Friend_Taylor says:
Hawkes: Waiter, Can I get an Orange Juice.
Clean_Wall says:
::shuts off the power to the PADD::
Waiter_Hawkes says:
Taylor: Certainly. ::Walks over and hands him an OJ::
Wife_McCellan says:
::follows to the TL::
Gorah says:
::Reads all clear for known bugs::
Waiter_Hawkes says:
Taylor: Enjoying your cruise sir? ::Stands with hand out rubbing forefinger and thumb together::
Clean_Wall says:
::walks into the first quarters on the deck and begins the cleaning process::
Gorah says:
Gigas: The room is clean sir
Husband_Richmond says:
::escorts Lehari to their suite::
Bellhop_Endo says:
::wishes he would get tipped for this as he finishes::
Ginger says:
::walks over to the bed and jumps on it:: all: ohh. no squeaks.. they used the good ones..
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Smile:: Gorah: Good to hear. ::Enters with Ginger::
Friend_Taylor says:
Hawkes: Thanks ::Hands him piece of Latinum:: Yes I am.
Main_Corjet says:
::Exits the turbo lift and walks to a console. Checks to see exactly were the toilet is.:: Self: I hope this isn’t a bad one!
Ent_Kalla says:
:Feels a vibration then looks at her padd.:: MacPherson-Quest. Good luck in your search, then. I need to find some of the others.
Wife_McCellan says:
::enters their quarters::
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Goes to the sonic shower, grabbing some clothes along the way to quickly shower and change out of his now messy suit::
Waiter_Hawkes says:
Taylor: ::Smiles:: Thank you sir. Most generous. If there’s anything we can do to make your stay more pleasant, please let one of us know.
Ent_Kalla says:
::Heads for the turbolift. Presses button, enters when it arrives.::
Exporter_Rogers says:
~All~ Anyone near Gigas?
Husband_Richmond says:
::shuts the door to the suite::
Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
::smiles:: Kalla: thank-you and a good day to you
Husband_Richmond says:
Wife:  You could at least make an effort.
Ginger says:
Gigas: need any help Honey?
Main_Corjet says:
::Takes his tools and heads to the toilet leak.:: Self: Quarters 25. Hmm.
Friend_Taylor says:
Hawkes: Always.
Gorah says:
::Scans messy clothing but finds only booze on it::
Main_Corjet says:
~Rogers~: Not me. ::Grumbles::
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Yells:: Ginger: I’m fine… find something to watch, and don’t get yourself into trouble!
Wife_McCellan says:
Husband: Excuse me?
Bellhop_Endo says:
::heads back to his quarters:: ~Rogers~: Not me
Husband_Richmond says:
Wife: You heard what I said.
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Finishes sonic shower, and gets changed, exits:: Ahhh... ::Refreshed::
Ginger says:
::leans on the bathroom door:: Gigas: can I go swimming?
Main_Corjet says:
::Knocks on the doorbell.::
Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
::decides to head to the lounge. looks for the turbolift::
Host AGM_Robert says:
Action: Corjet gets no answer
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Hums a tune as he goes over to a nearby computer and files a report on that Waiter and sends it::
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
Ginger: Sure. Have fun.
Exporter_Rogers says:
::Keeps an eye on the deck 2 TL in case someone decides to come through it::
Wife_McCellan says:
Husband: I’ll allow you another chance to rephrase that.
Ent_Kalla says:
~Husband-Richmond~ Where are you at present?
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Is in a cheery mood for the first time today::
Clean_Wall says:
::gets out the sonic vacuum and programs it to do the room, while he wipes down the mirrors, windows, etc.::
Ginger says:
Gigas: oh thanks! ::rush over to him and kisses him on the cheek before grabbing a towel and rushing out the door::
Bellhop_Endo says:
::goes back to deck 2 with his summoning thingy::
Husband_Richmond says:
~Ent_Kalla~ In our suite. Why?
Main_Corjet says:
::Uses his pass and enters the quarters.::
Gorah says:
Gigas: Do you want this clothing to be cleaned or vaporized and replaced by new ones from a replicator?
Ent_Kalla says:
~Husband_Richmond~ I’m on my way to join you.
Ent_Kalla says:
Comp: Deck 5.
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Smiles at Ginger leaving, turns back to Gorah:: Gorah: Cleaned. I liked that suit. If this were any other place I would’ve had you kill that guy.
Husband_Richmond says:
Wife:  Well, let’s put it this way. I’m not exactly enamored at this assignment, but at least I’m trying to put on a good show. You could at least make an effort.
Bellhop_Endo says:
::waits for something to happen as he arrives and looks out the window again::
Friend_Taylor says:
::Watches the door by the mirror on the bar::
Ginger says:
::takes a TL back to deck 2 and pauses at the windows again.. with a sigh::
Ent_Kalla says:
::Exits turbolift on deck five and walks to the suite. Knock on the door.::
Host AGM_Robert says:
Action: The smell in the quarters his horrible… almost enough to cause Corjet to pass out
Main_Corjet says:
::Heads to the bathroom and pulling out his tools.::
Gorah says:
Gigas: If his actions were unprofitable to you he would be dead now. I will have the suit cleaned
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Nods to Gorah::
Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
::finds and enters the turbolift:: TL: deck 2
Clean_Wall says:
::finishes room exits and proceeds to the quarters next to Gigas::
Exporter_Rogers says:
~All~: Ginger is on deck 2.
Main_Corjet says:
::Quickly puts on his personal breathing apparatus.:: Self: I’m glad I have this. ::Starts to work on the toilet.::
Husband_Richmond says:
::goes to the door, and opens it, sees Kalla there::  Ent:  Can I help you?
Clean_Wall says:
::enters quarters::
Wife_McCellan says:
::Laughs:: Husband: That’s rather hard to do, having to pretend you’re in love with one of your crew mates.
Gorah says:
::Puts suit in a laundry bag and puts a suite number on it to send to dry cleaning department of the ship.::
Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
::exits the turbolift and walks to the bar::
Bellhop_Endo says:
::still looking through the window intently, hears that Ginger is on deck but doesn’t know where, afraid to turn around and look::
Ent_Kalla says:
Husband: I have good news to you and your wife, sir. You won the “Most fashionable couple on the dance floor” contest last night…
Main_Corjet says:
::Does his best and fixes the toilet, having pumped out everything.:: Self: This is probably one of the worst ones I’ve seen yet!
Ent_Kalla says:
...and therefore you receive a free upgrade to VIP status. If you will follow me I will take you to your new quarters.
Ginger says:
::heads for the pool and walks around looking:: Bellhop: oh Hi again!
Husband_Richmond says:
Ent:  Really? Come in and tell us more.… ::escorts Kalla inside, and shuts the door::
Host AGM_Robert says:
Action: The toilet is fixed but it still smells…
Bellhop_Endo says:
::a bit startled, turns around:: Ginger: Hello ma’am, do you need help with anything?
Ent_Kalla says:
::Puts on her most charming smile … not very successfully.::
Gorah says:
*Drycleaning department*: Please send someone like a bellhop to pick up clothing to be cleaned
Main_Corjet says:
::Sighs and starts to clean up the place.:: Self: I really hate this job!
Ent_Kalla says:
Wife: As I was saying to your husband you won the “Most fashionable couple on the dance floor” contest last night.
Waiter_Hawkes says:
::Heads to his quarters on Deck 30 to change into more formal serving clothes for lunch and dinner::
Gorah says:
*Dryclng dpt*: To Deck 3, suite 3
Ginger says:
::looks him over and grins:: Bellhop: nope.. but I might later
Wife_McCellan says:
Ent: Hello.… Oh really?
Husband_Richmond says:
Ent: So, where are we moving to?
Gorah says:
<correction suite 2>
Host AGM_Robert says:
<Ships_Computers> *Endo* Report to Mr Capivani quarters to pick up dry cleaning
Friend_Taylor says:
::Sees MacPherson-Quest::
Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
walks in the bar and sees Taylor and walks up to him:: Taylor: how goes it?
Main_Corjet says:
::Quickly pulls out his tricorder, makes sure its set to passive mode.   Then scans the area for anything unusual.::
Bellhop_Endo says:
Ginger: Oh? ::frowns as he hears his summons:: Excuse me, I have to go now
Exporter_Rogers says:
::Wonders if Gigas will come up any time soon::
Ent_Kalla says:
Husband and wife: We have a very excellent suite on Deck 3 for you.
Friend_Taylor says:
MacPherson-Quest: Quiet, just tip the Waiter a little…
Ginger says:
::waves:: Bellhop: bye.. ::wonders on into the pool and looks around::
Main_Corjet says:
::Looks around to make sure no one is around and puts his tricorder back in his tool kit.::
Ent_Kalla says:
~Husband and wife~ It is next to Capivani’s quarters.
Host AGM_Robert says:
Action: the lights in Capivani quarters go out and come back on… then go out again… then emergency lights come on
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Stretches:: Gorah, I — what the? ::Looks around::
Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
::takes a seat:: Taylor: any sign of Ginger?
Husband_Richmond says:
Ent:  Well, I’m going to get ready to go for a swim. I’m sure you can arrange things with my wife. ::enters the bathroom to change::
Wife_McCellan says:
~Ent~ Perfect… ::smiles:: Thanks
Bellhop_Endo says:
::heads towards deck 3:: ~All~: I had another encounter with Ginger, anyone want to pick up where I left off and try to squeeze some info out of her?
Waiter_Hawkes says:
::As he changes in his qtrs, scans the menus on a PADD::
Friend_Taylor says:
MacPherson-Quest: Nope not in here. 
Gorah says:
::is startled by lights strange behavior, immediately checks to be sure Gigas is all right::
Ent_Kalla says:
Wife: So, if you will follow me, I can show you its location.
Clean_Wall says:
~Corjet~: ::whispers:: CO Wall here, is it possible to bug a the quarters next to Gigas’s and not be detected by Gigas?
Ginger says:
::folds her arms and frowns:: I’m hungry.. oh.. where’s that room with all the glasses and food and stuff..
Wife_McCellan says:
Ent: Of course.
Exporter_Rogers says:
~Endo~: I think I will.
Husband_Richmond says:
::leaves the suite, quickly, then heads towards the pool::
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
Gorah: Find out what’s causing that.
Ent_Kalla says:
::Opens the door.::
Main_Corjet says:
~ALL~: Nothing down here on deck 25:: ~Wall~: Yes it is.
Bellhop_Endo says:
::arrives at Capivani’s quarters and rings the bell::
Friend_Taylor says:
MacPherson-Quest: Want a drink?
Gorah says:
Gigas: I will check now
Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
Taylor: so who is this Ginger anyway? ::motions for a waiter::
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Annoyed, hears the bell::
Exporter_Rogers says:
::Sees Ginger and walks towards her::
Wife_McCellan says:
::follows Kalla::
Gorah says:
::hears a bell at the door::
Ent_Kalla says:
::Walks to turbolift, orders it and holds to door for McCellan.::
Host AGM_Robert says:
Action: Smoke begins to filter into the room with Capivani… from a blown EPS conduit…
Husband_Richmond says:
::arrives at the pool deck, to see Ginger in there, places his towel on a seat, and enters the pool::
Gorah says:
::fingers the stiletto::
Friend_Taylor says:
MacPherson-Quest: Looks like a escort maybe? I donno?
Waiter_Hawkes says:
::Straightens tie in the mirror, and heads to dinning deck [10]::
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
Gorah: That must be the dry cleaning… ::Pauses as he sees the smoke filtering in:: Oh geeze.
Gorah says:
Door: Open
Wife_McCellan says:
::enters the TL and waits inside::
Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
::lowers his hand:: Taylor: you buying? ::chuckles::
Exporter_Rogers says:
Ginger: Hello there Miss. How are you today?
Ent_Kalla says:
computer: Deck 3.
Ginger says:
::looks around the pool:: self: first I need a drink.. then I can play ::grins and turns around to Face Rogers walking toward her.. watches him and blinks::
Gorah says:
Gigas: as soon as we get rid of this dry cleaning
Husband_Richmond says:
::swims a little::  Ginger:  Hello.
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Begins backing toward the door:: Gorah: We have smoke. ::Points::
Friend_Taylor says:
MacPherson-Quest: Why not… 
Main_Corjet says:
::Finishes his cleanup and exits the quarters and locks them as he leaves:: Self: Man.. ::Puts his breathing gear away.::
Bellhop_Endo says:
::waits outside::
Clean_Wall says:
~Corjet~: OK get working on the devices when you get a chance and install the bugs in quarters 25a on Deck 3
Ginger says:
Rogers: I’m not supposed to talk to weird strangers.. ::eyes him::
Bellhop_Endo says:
::rings the bell again::
Gorah says:
*Engineering*: We have a power problem in suite 2, deck 3 smoke pouring in and lights flickering please get this fixed ASAP
Friend_Taylor says:
Hawkes: Waiter!
Ent_Kalla says:
::Turbolift arrives and again Kalla holds the door for McCellan.::
Main_Corjet says:
::Looks around making sure that no one is looking.:: ~Wall~: Aye sir.
Husband_Richmond says:
::continues swimming::
Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
::his chuckle turns into a smile:: Taylor: sounds good. Is she with this Gigas character?
Gorah says:
::Presses buttons to kick in emergency air filters and fans to clear away smoke::
Host AGM_Robert says:
<Ships Computer> *Corjet* report to deck 3 suite 2
Exporter_Rogers says:
Ginger: Oh, then let me introduce myself. My name is Will Rogers. Trader extraordinaire.
Wife_McCellan says:
::leaves the TL and waits again for Kalla to lead::
Husband_Richmond says:
::notices Rogers talking to Ginger, and lets him get on with it::
Main_Corjet says:
*Computer* Acknowledged.
Waiter_Hawkes says:
::In TL. His beeper goes off indicating someone calling for a waiter on deck 2… changes TL destination to Deck 2::
Gorah says:
To person at door: Come in!
Exporter_Rogers says:
Ginger: And you are?
Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
Taylor: what poor service
Ginger says:
Rogers: Hi Mr Extraordinaire.. oops I talked to you..
Gorah says:
::presses release to open the door::
Waiter_Hawkes says:
::Exits TL on deck 2, heads to bar, grabs a tray with a mini replicator, and heads over to Taylor.::

Bellhop_Endo says:
::walks in finally:: Capivani: You had dry cleaning for me sir?
Ent_Kalla says:
::Leads the way to the new suite. Notices the smoke from Capivani’s suite.::
Host AGM_Robert says:
Action: the smoke in Capivani quarters is heavy
Waiter_Hawkes says:
Taylor: ::Slightly breathless from running:: You wished to order sir?
Gorah says:
::Points to laundry bag with tag on it to bellhop::
Clean_Wall says:
::he finishes those quarters and proceeds with the rest of the quarters on the deck::
Bellhop_Endo says:
::starts coughing::
Friend_Taylor says:
MacPherson-Quest: Yeah I know… But with Ginger.. All I know is that She is a young lady..
Ginger says:
::holds out her hand:: Rogers: just call me Ms Ginger
Bellhop_Endo says:
Gorah: ::still coughing:: Yes sir ::takes the bag and heads out::
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Exits his quarters, and shoves the Bellhop as he does:: Gorah: Is someone coming up to fix that?
Main_Corjet says:
~ALL~: Deck 3 suite 2 is having problems. I’m on my way to check it out. ::Enters the turbo lift, using his pass.:: TL: Deck 3 suite 2.
Ent_Kalla says:
~McCellan~ Shall we take a look?
Bellhop_Endo says:
::falls down from the rather hard shove::
Host AGM_Robert says:
Action: Ginger can feel the stares of every male on Deck 2 of the ship
Wife_McCellan says:
~Kalla~ Sure.
Exporter_Rogers says:
::Takes her hand and kisses it:: Ginger: Well, Miss Ginger, would you like me to buy you a drink?
Gorah says:
Gigas: I believe the engineering team is sending a technician
Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
::looks at the waiter:: Waiter: yes I would like an Earth Stout
Main_Corjet says:
::Exits the TL with his tools and hurries to suite 2.::
Bellhop_Endo says:
::practically runs away without asking for a tip::
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
Gorah: About time. I knew I could’ve gotten a better cruise… come on, let’s go to the recreation deck. ::Begins headings for the nearest TL::
Ent_Kalla says:
McCellan: Here is your new suite? ::Walks towards Capivani’s suite.::
Husband_Richmond says:
::swims::
Main_Corjet says:
::Knocks on the doorbell to deck 3 suite 2.::
Waiter_Hawkes says:
Mac: Very well sir. :Taps the buttons on the mini-replicator on the tray:: Any particular label? I recommend the house label.
Gorah says:
::follows Gigas but closes the door knowing technician can enter on his own.::
Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
::looks at the waiter:: Waiter: Guiness
Ginger says:
::pulls her robe closed:: Rogers: oh.. well I would love one.. but I don’t know where the place with all the glasses and that big mirrored wall.. or is that my bed room.. oh well anyway.. if you can take me to the food place ::grins:: I would appreciate it
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Enters the nearest TL, waiting for Gorah to enter::
Bellhop_Endo says:
::jumps into a TL:: TL: Deck 27
Ent_Kalla says:
~All~: McCellan and I are entering Capivani’s suite. ::Opens door and enters.::
Waiter_Hawkes says:
Mac: Very well sir. ::Soon, a Guiness Stout appears, and Hawkes hands it to Mac with a wink.::
Gorah says:
::enters TL with Gigas::
Wife_McCellan says:
Ent: Sure. Let’s have a look, shall we.
Gorah says:
Computer: Deck 4
Exporter_Rogers says:
Ginger: Very well then. Follow me. ::Walks to a TL::
Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
::looks at the waiter:: Waiter: thanks
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::As soon as they reach Deck 4, he exits with Gorah following, looking around::
Friend_Taylor says:
Hawkes: Put it on my room please.
Ginger says:
:turns around and looks at all the staring men with a smirk and lets her robe fall off her shoulders as she exits the area with a sway in her step::
Main_Corjet says:
::Uses his pass and enters the suite, looking around.:: Self: Geez!
Bellhop_Endo says:
::arrives on deck 27 and drops off the bag in the dry cleaning section and heads back into the TL:: TL: Deck 30
Ent_Kalla says:
~McCellan~: Yes. ::Walks left::
Exporter_Rogers says:
::Sees Ginger enter the TL:: TL: Deck 10.
Waiter_Hawkes says:
Taylor: Very well sir. Taps the suite code into his receipt-maker::
Husband_Richmond says:
::continues to swim::
Bellhop_Endo says:
~Rogers~: What’s Ginger doing right now?
Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
::then looks back at Taylor:: Taylor: hmm, she might have some information that we could use
Ginger says:
::leans on the TL wall:: Rogers: so Mr Trader.. what do you do for a living?
Exporter_Rogers says:
~Endo~: I’m taking her to deck 10 for a drink.
Bellhop_Endo says:
~Rogers~: Affirmative
Wife_McCellan says:
::Follows again::
Ent_Kalla says:
~McCellan~: How do we start best?
Friend_Taylor says:
MacPherson-Quest: Got find out where she is though?
Exporter_Rogers says:
Ginger: Oh, my name isn’t Trader, it’s Rogers. I trade goods throughout the galaxy. It’s… very profitable.
Bellhop_Endo says:
::arrives on deck 30 and enters his quarters::
Main_Corjet says:
::Pulls out his tricorder and scans for the problem.:: Self: Hmm. Interesting. ::Sees evidence of a smoke bomb and explosives. Removes them and then quickly plants some bugs.::
Gorah says:
::Looks over the recreation deck for known persons::
Exporter_Rogers says:
Ginger: And what do you do, Miss Ginger?
Ginger says:
Rogers: oh yeah? which Galaxy?
Wife_McCellan says:
~Ent~ Enter the quarters like we’re supposed to be there.
Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
::takes a drink of his delicious stout::
Main_Corjet says:
::Quickly puts everything away in a secret compartment of his toolkit and then pretends to work on a conduit interface.::
Exporter_Rogers says:
Ginger: Perhaps I should have said known universe. Just that throughout the galaxy has more of a ring to it.
Exporter_Rogers says:
::Arrives on deck 10 and waits for Ginger to exit first::
Ginger says:
Rogers: ohhh
Bellhop_Endo says:
::lays down on his small bed::
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Finds a relaxing place to sit on the recreation deck, and decides just to sit and read his PADD while everyone else is busy playing one thing or another::
Main_Corjet says:
::Scans the room for any other bugs or devices not belonging to Starfleet.::
Waiter_Hawkes says:
::Takes a few more drink orders on deck two [racking up the tips] then heads down to the dinning deck [10]::
Exporter_Rogers says:
Ginger: After you ma’am.
Gorah says:
::stands near Gigas::
Ginger says:
::walks off with him and eyes him closely:: Rogers: what do you mean what do I do? I’m a girl for a living.. and a good one at that
Main_Corjet says:
::Looks around and smiles, then turns up the air conditioning to get the smoke out.::
Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
Taylor: have you seen this Gigas yet?
Ent_Kalla says:
::Sees Corjet in the suite.:: Corjet: Anybody here for now?
Friend_Taylor says:
MacPherson-Quest: Nope but heads up Ginger…
Main_Corjet says:
Kalla: Nope. ::looks over at his work and nods.::
Bellhop_Endo says:
::heads to deck 10 for a drink… and because Ginger and Rogers are there::
Exporter_Rogers says:
::Walks off:: Ginger: Oh, I didn’t know what sort of profession you were in. Sorry if I seemed impolite.
Gorah says:
Gigas: Should I check up on Ginger?
Ent_Kalla says:
Corjet, McCellan: Not much to look for here I suppose then.
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Thinks for a second:: Gorah: Yes, if you could.
Wife_McCellan says:
Corjet: You notice anything here, yet?
Main_Corjet says:
Kalla/McCellan: Lets go. Everything’s taken care of. ::Motions them out.::
Ginger says:
Rogers: profession? oh you mean like a doctor?
Waiter_Hawkes says:
::Arrives on Deck 10. starts lighting the little candles on the tables.::
Ent_Kalla says:
::Checks her PADD.:: Both: Yes. I need to announce a poker game.
Exporter_Rogers says:
Ginger: Yes.
Gorah says:
Computer: Current Location of passenger Ginger, of Deck 3, suite 2?
Wife_McCellan says:
::nods:: Corjet: Good. ::heads for the exit again::
Bellhop_Endo says:
::arrives on deck 10 and takes a seat at a bar by where Rogers and Ginger are talking::
Ent_Kalla says:
::Exits suite.:: McCellan: But here is the key card to the neighboring suite. It is yours now. ::Runs off.::
Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
Taylor: oh, she is?. Maybe someone could get close and plant a bug on her
Ginger says:
::thinks:: Rogers: hmmm.. I am a .. umm.. I don’t have one
Waiter_Hawkes says:
::Sees Rogers and Ginger waiting to be seated. Puts his lighter away, grabs some menus and heads over::
Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
::takes another drink::
Host AGM_Robert says:
<computer> *Gorah* Unable to located passengers
Main_Corjet says:
::Waits for the others to leave, then checks everything, making sure everything looks normal.::
Exporter_Rogers says:
Ginger: Oh, interesting.
Waiter_Hawkes says:
Rogers: Would you like to be seated sir?
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Hears the computer and frowns:: What?
Ent_Kalla says:
::Locates nearest turbolift and enters.::
Wife_McCellan says:
::Takes the key card and watches Kalla run off::
Exporter_Rogers says:
Hawkes: Yes, that would be nice.
Gorah says:
Gigas: The computer can’t keep track of passengers, I will have to search for her
Main_Corjet says:
~ALL~: Latest report?
Friend_Taylor says:
MacPherson-Quest: Walk with me.. Someone is with her..
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
Gorah: Ok. Let me know.
Husband_Richmond says:
~Corjet: I’m swimming.~
Ginger says:
:notices the unusual amount of attention from a few of the people in the bar and stands up backing away:: Rogers: I think I better go.. ::gets nervous::
Waiter_Hawkes says:
Rogers: Very well sir, pleas follow me.
Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
::finishes his stout quickly:: Taylor: OK let’s go
Ent_Kalla says:
::Exits turbolfit and runs to her office. Enters.::
Exporter_Rogers says:
::Starts following Hawkes with Ginger::
Bellhop_Endo says:
::orders something to drink::
Waiter_Hawkes says:
::notices Ginger’s anxiety::
Host AGM_Robert says:
Action: a big ugly guy walks up to Ginger and grabs her
Gorah says:
Gigas: I hope to be gone for only a few minutes , I will send a message to your padd if I find anything. you contact me on my communicator
Ginger says:
::screams::
Waiter_Hawkes says:
Rogers: If the lady likes, we do have some more… intimate tables?
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Nods:: Gorah: All right. Find her, and hurry up. You know she gets lost sometimes.
Bellhop_Endo says:
::looks back at Ginger and sees that she’s with Hawkes now too and now someone grabbed her::
Main_Corjet says:
::Exits the suite and secures it.::
Wife_McCellan says:
~Husband~ I have the key card.
Exporter_Rogers says:
Ginger: Ok then.
Ent_Kalla says:
::Switches on inter-ship communications.:: ALL: Note this! Note this! Do not forget to attend the exciting poker game which is held on deck 2!
Exporter_Rogers says:
::Sees the big ugly guy:: Guy: Hey! wait!
Ginger says:
::slaps at the big man:: let go of me!!
Husband_Richmond says:
~Wife: Great. Don’t lose it.~
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Perks up slightly at the mention of a poker game::
Waiter_Hawkes says:
Big Ugly Guy: Unhand her, or I will call security!
Main_Corjet says:
*Computer*: Deck 3 suite 2 is taken care of. You may notify its occupants.
Friend_Taylor says:
::Walks into the lobby::
Gorah says:
::Thinks that girl gets hungry quick decides to check on swimming pool then dining deck:;
Wife_McCellan says:
~Husband~ And how would I manage that?
Bellhop_Endo says:
::turns around along with the rest of the bar to watch the commotion::
Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
::walks with Taylor::
Exporter_Rogers says:
BUG: There’s no need to handle her like that!
Host AGM_Robert says:
Action: Big ugly slugs the waiter knocking him to the floor
Gorah says:
::takes a TL to deck 2 to scan swimming pool but finds her not there:;
Husband_Richmond says:
~Wife: I don’t even want to guess.~
Waiter_Hawkes says:
Ooooof!
Ginger says:
::kicks the big man where the sun don’t shine:: let go!
Husband_Richmond says:
Gorah:  Are you looking for someone?
Exporter_Rogers says:
~ALL~ We have a situation on deck 10. A big ugly guy is grabbing Ginger::
Host AGM_Robert says:
Action: Ginger’s kick has no effect
Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
Taylor: where are we heading?
Gorah says:
::asks a passing swimmer if he saw her, he says she left with someone for deck 10::
Bellhop_Endo says:
::sees Hawkes take a hit and jumps up and walks over to a security panel and calls security::
Waiter_Hawkes says:
::slurred:: *Security*: Security to deck 10!
Exporter_Rogers says:
::Runs up to the big ugly guy and tries to tackle him::
Main_Corjet says:
::Heads down to the TL and enters.:: TL: Deck 35.
Husband_Richmond says:
::continues swimming, now that he has provided Gorah with the information he wants::
Clean_Wall says:
~Kalla~: being in Entertainment for the ship, you get to see most of people on the ship, talk and interact with anybody you will never know what important piece of info we may obtain
Main_Corjet says:
~Wall~: Devices planted
Ginger says:
::panics:: let goo!!! ::fishes in her robe for something:: or.. or..
Gorah says:
Husband: I am looking for a friend of mine, a blond girl of 18
Friend_Taylor says:
::Runs and Knocks the big guy down::
Host AGM_Robert says:
Action: Roger hit the big ugly guy hard making him lose his hold on ginger and both roger and big ugly fall to the floor
Husband_Richmond says:
Gorah:  Oh, she left with some guy, I think they went to get something to eat.
Bellhop_Endo says:
::runs over to Ginger:: Ginger: Are you OK?
Ent_Kalla says:
~Wall~ Understood, sir. I may even attend the poker game, myself.
Exporter_Rogers says:
::Gets up::
Husband_Richmond says:
Gorah:  She a friend of yours?
Gorah says:
::sends a message from comm to padd of Gigas , not a pool
Exporter_Rogers says:
Ginger: Run to safety.
Gorah says:
husband: Yes of my employer which way did she go?
Host AGM_Robert says:
Action: Big ugly no longer moves… Rogers knocked him out cold
Ginger says:
::steps back and pulls out her stun gun.. the kid with a lethal setting but small enough to hide on her hand as a gold ring and slips it on eyeing the man on the floor::
Bellhop_Endo says:
::helps Rogers up:: Rogers: And you, sir?
Ent_Kalla says:
::She switches off the intercom and goes out of her office.::
Exporter_Rogers says:
Endo: I’m fine, thanks.
Husband_Richmond says:
Gorah:  Well, it must have been one of the restaurants, I think.
Clean_Wall says:
~Kalla~: ::smiles:: acknowledged
Main_Corjet says:
::Is a bit nervous but suppresses it by concentrating and focusing. Exits TL and heads to ME, mumbling and grumbling to himself.::
Gorah says:
Husband: thanks
Bellhop_Endo says:
::kneels down over Hawkes::
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Receives message, sighs… decides to find Gorah::
Gorah says:
::Runs to TL and rides to deck 10::
Husband_Richmond says:
::smiles, and continues swimming::
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
*Gorah* Where are you?
Exporter_Rogers says:
Ginger: The nerve of some people… I wonder what he wanted.
Friend_Taylor says:
::Walks away::
Gorah says:
*Gigas*: Headed to deck 10, she might be in a restaurant
Waiter_Hawkes says:
::Gets up slowly rubbing chin and acting much more hurt than he is because… well… he’s supposed to be a waiter… not a former TO::
Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
::looks at Taylor:: Taylor: what in the heck was all that about?
Wife_McCellan says:
::Heads back to the quarters on deck 5::
Ginger says:
::gasp and deactivates her ring and closes her hand:: Rogers: yeah.. didn’t. .didn’t even say please.. I wanna leave now
Ent_Kalla says:
::Takes turbolift to deck 2.::
Gorah says:
::exits TL on deck 10 to hear a commotion in distance::
Bellhop_Endo says:
Hawkes: Are you all right, sonny?
Main_Corjet says:
::Enters ME and looks over the ships systems.:: ~Wall~: Any further reports on him? ;:taps a few buttons on the console.::
Husband_Richmond says:
::gets out of the pool, and heads towards his new quarters::
Exporter_Rogers says:
Ginger: As you wish.
Clean_Wall says:
~Corjet~: very good, let’s hope we get some good stuff from them, you monitor the devices and report any thing valuable to the Computer in the cargo bay
Waiter_Hawkes says:
Bellhop: ::Slurred:: Yeah, I think I’ll live. ::Thinks he should go into acting!::
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
*Gorah* I’m on my way. ::Sighs, wondering, as he heads for the nearest TL::
Friend_Taylor says:
MacPherson-Quest: Let’s get a table and wait this out.
Gorah says:
::sees Ginger at distance apparently in a fight recently::
Gorah says:
::runs up to her::
Main_Corjet says:
~Wall~: Aye sir. ::Continues his work, while monitoring the bugs.::
Waiter_Hawkes says:
~Endo~ : I might have you look at this jaw later though.
Bellhop_Endo says:
::nods:: Hawkes: Do you want to head up to sickbay?
Exporter_Rogers says:
::Escorts Ginger to a TL::
Ent_Kalla says:
::Everything looks quiet on deck 2.::
Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
Taylor: sounds good, I’m kinda hungry anyway
Gorah says:
Ginger: what happened I have been looking all over for you, Mr. Capivani was worried about you
Waiter_Hawkes says:
Endo: Might not be a bad idea.
Bellhop_Endo says:
~Hawkes~: Of course
Husband_Richmond says:
::walks to his new quarters, finds that the door won’t open::
Bellhop_Endo says:
Hawkes: Can you walk?
Exporter_Rogers says:
::Sees Gorah:: Ginger: I will take my leave of you now.
Ginger says:
Rogers/Taylor: gee thanks Guys.. would you all like to join me later? I’m having dinner in the “Glass Matrix” at 20:00?
Bellhop_Endo says:
::feels so left out::
Wife_McCellan says:
::sends a call for the bellhop to the quarters::
Waiter_Hawkes says:
Bellhop: Yeah. Not well maybe… but yeah.
Gorah says:
::Sees waiter from deck 2 and a big ugly guy::
Bellhop_Endo says:
::they never invite the bellhop… no::
Main_Corjet says:
::Walks around and does his work while monitoring the bugs.::
Host Gigas_Capivani says:
::Enters TL, and has it take him to Deck 10::
Ginger says:
Gorah: oh some guy tried to hurt me.. I wanna go home now
Husband_Richmond says:
Computer:  Open the door, please.
Exporter_Rogers says:
Ginger: Yes, that would be lovely.
Ent_Kalla says:
::Enters turbolift to continue her inspection of the decks.::
Friend_MacPherson-Quest says:
::takes a seat at the nearest table::
Clean_Wall says:
~McCellan~: Corjet has bugged Gigas quarters and his monitoring the devices, do you have anything so far?
Gorah says:
Gigas: I have found her alive but roughed up on deck 10 you might have an unpleasant competitor onboard
Bellhop_Endo says:
::helps Hawkes up:: Hawkes: Then let’s go
Friend_Taylor says:
::Grabs a seat::
Waiter_Hawkes says:
::now that the adrenaline is wearing off.… the jaw is hurting a bit more::
Host AGM_Robert says:
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